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Currently only Playstation 3 (PS3) is supported.n PS3HEN Users will need to use NoPSHEN versions.n 919 Details are available at
92 In some cases, they can be distinguished from each other by the characteristic shape of the window. But even if there is such a
possibility, this does not mean that you will see it. 93 More on this in chapter 5. 94 Strictly speaking, the audience shown in the
screenshots does not fall under the requirements of tournaments. On average, one option is usually used for tournaments. See chapter
10 95 See, for example, 96 You can read more about the usefulness of this feature for teams and playing with other players within the
same game in Chapter 6. If you are going to play mini-tournaments with larger teams, then you will still need to open the general chat
in the game itself to play with them. The fact is that at the amateur level, two different chats are usually used to exchange players.
Those. in tournaments and other competitive games, it can be useful to display in a small window, as is done in the screenshot (two
players are displayed on each side). A more detailed overview of all chat display options can be found in Chapter 8 97 It will be easier
for the player to understand how to convert the screen to a special screen if we take care of the appearance of the character editor.
Such a screen will have a small size (open), and its sprites will be more blurry than in the player editor, which has a limited list of
heroes. An updated version of the character editor will appear at Just like in the command editors, the role editor (see Chapter 4) will
add a list of all available, and also display the bottom of the interface. It will look like a page that will display: - list of available
characters - their sprite - information about the role the character is currently in - character creation button 102 More on this in
chapter 11. You can test the new feature on the MMORPG "Wars of the Ring" game editor as an example.
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